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(ABSTRACT3

This studg investigated the relationship between

anxietg and attention in high and low anxietg readers

during the reading of materials of verging difficultg

levels. An A-state reading anxietg scale was developed For

the purpose of identifging high end low reading anxietg

participants. Response times to a secondarg task were

measured while high end low reading anxietg perticipants

were engaged in orallg reading materials at easg, average,

and hard difficultg levels and when not engaged bg a

primarg task.

A repeated measures design was implemented to describe

relations between response times to a secondarg task and

high and low A-state reading anxietg groups For a baseline

measure and For the reading of easg, average, and hard

materials. Response times served as the dependent measure.

Reading anxiatg groups (high and low) end difficultg levels

(baseline, easg, average and hard) served es independent

measures. Difficultg levels were identified relative to



both comprehension scores and word recognition scores and

analgses were oonducted separatelg for difficultg levels as

identified bg comprehension scores and for difficultg

levels as identified bg misoue scores.

The repeated measures analgsis demonstrated a

signifioant interaction effect between high and low anxietg

groups and difficultg levels (baseline, easg, average, and

hard). The results indicated that attention to the reading

task differed for high and low anxietg readers at varied

difficultg levels. It was demonstrated that high anxietg

readers reached high levels of attention to reading

materials onlg at easg reading levels. Ht average and hard

reading levels, high anxietg readers were unable to

maintain high levels of attention to the task. Low anxietg

readers generallg followed the predictions of the Yerkes-

Dodson law (1908), allooating more attention to average

reading tasks. Findings were discussed with regard to

implications of the effects of anxietg on attention to

reading and the development of this methodologg.
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CHQPTER I

INTRBBUCTIBN

The research base on anxietg and reading demonstrates

that anxious readers do not perform as well as non—anxious

readers on measures of reading performance (6aundrg 8

Spielberger, 15713. Research on anxietg and reading has

explored reading achievement and reading comprehension in

high and low test anxietg students (Hill 8 Sarason, 1566;

Lunneborg, 156%; Merrgman, 157%; Sarason, Davidson,

Lighthall, Saite 8 Ruebush, 15603. Reading was measured in

these studies after reading tasks had been completed

(measures of outcome such as performance, comprehension or

achievement3. Based on the results of these and other

studies (Billard, warrior—Benjamin 8 Perrin, 1577; Murrag,

1576; Proger, Cedric, Mann, Taglor, Baguk, Morris 8

Reckless, 15733, it can be stated that high levels of

anxietg are generallg associated with lower levels of

performance (outcomes3 on reading tasks. However, verg few

studies have focused on the processing effects of anxietg

on children while engaged in the act of reading, rather

than the effects of anxietg on outcomes.

Sieber, B’Neil and Tobias (15773 suggest that the

direct effects of anxietg are manifested during pre-

processing and processing. Further, it has been suggested
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that anxietg requires attentioä, and that during

processing, anxietg mag interfere with attention to a

primarg task (Egsenck, 1363; Egsenck, 1373 a & b).

Attention mag be defined as the focalization and

concentration of the mind on a specific object, thought or

activitg. focalization suggests selectivitg. At a given

time, an individual perceives a varietg of sensorg stimuli.

A selection of specific stimuli to be attended to is needed

in order to avoid an information overload.

Concentration suggests mental effort. Capacitg theories

of attention consider the amount of mental effort which is

allocated in order to make sense of stimuli. These theories

propose that attention is limited (Kahneman, 1373; Reed,

1366). Capacitg theorists have described attention through

the construct of cognitive capacitg.

Attention, Anxiatg ang Raading

Cognitive capacitg is a general limit on available

processing space for performing a specific task at a

specific time (Kahneman, 1373). Kahneman (1373) points out

that an important aspect of cognitive capacitg is that it

is finite. He also suggests that individuals have

considerable control over how attention is allocated to

tasks. Tasks varg in terms of the amount of attention which

is required for task completion. when a task requires



little mental effort, individuäls may be able to allocate

attention to a focal task and accomplish the task

successfully while also allocating attention to other

activities. As the amount of mental effort needed to

accomplish a task increases, the amount of attention which

is allocated to task completion must increase. an

individual may fail to accomplish a task successfully if

there is not enough capacity to meet task demands, or if

available attention is allocated to other activities

(Kahneman, 1973).

Hnxiety may affect cognitive capacity by occupying

processing space which is needed in order to effectively

deal with a task (Beck & Emery, 1995; Eysenck, 1979a). For

example, when reading a text, an anxious individual may

have difficulty concentrating on the task because the

individual becomes focused on concepts of danger or threat

in the reading setting. Rather than adequately attending

to a given task, attention is diverted toward scanning for

stimuli perceived as threatening (Beck & Emery, 1995).

Smith (1975, p. 933) suggests that the interference of

anxiety during reading may ”make impossible the shifts of

attention and tests of a variety of hypotheses that many

learning situations demand.” Thus, anxiety increases the

amount of information a person must deal with in making

decisions. Consequently, high anxiety conditions may result



in decreased performance relat;d to reading tasks because a

portion of available attention will be diverted and focused

on anxious responses.

For readers who operate within normal ranges of anxietg

related to reading, one would expect to find that the

allocation of attention to the reading task would be

focused on the reading task. Un the other hand, readers who

have developed high levels of anxietg related to reading

mag devote a portion of available attention to the

attentional demands of anxietg when faced with reading

tasks. Thus, less attention mag be available for attention

to the reading task. During text processing, the allocation

of attention mag be divided for high anxietg readers. while

a portion of available attention mag be focused on the

demands of the reading task, another portion of available

attention mag be focused on aspects of anxietg such as

worrg about threatening aspects of the reading setting. It

follows that a divided focus of attention mag affect the

qualitg of reading performance.

Qttentien, Reading ang {ex; Qiffiggltg

The difficultg level of a given task is another closelg

related variable that affects the allocation of attention

to the task CEgsenck, 15833. Generallg, for easg tasks, not

all available attention is needed for successful task



completion, thus there is a laége residual. For average

tasks, most available attention is needed for successful

task completion, and for hard tasks, more attention than is

available is needed for successful task completion.

Consequentlg, the information processor mag have to extend

the time of processing to cope with the increased

attentional demands of a hard task.

when a task is easg for a reader, it requires little

mental effort. when engaged with an easg reading task, a

reader mag be able to allocate attention to the task and

accomplish the task successfullg without exhausting

available cognitive capacitg. an average task requires

increased mental effort, so an individual must increase the

amount of attention which is allocated to the task in order

to successfullg complete it. 3o, when a reader encounters

an average reading task, it is necessarg to focus the major

portion of available attention on successfullg

accomplishing the task. when the difficultg level of the

task is great, the demands of the task require more

attention than is available. when a reader encounters a

hard reading task, as evidenced bg poor comprehension or

word recognition, the reader mag fail to accomplish the

task successfullg because there is not enough available

attention to meet task demands (Egsenck, 1383; Kahneman,

1373).
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Attention, Anxietg, Rgading, ang Text Diffigultg

It could be reasoned that the relationship between

attention and difficultg level of a text mag varg with

differing anxietg conditions. It could be argued that, for

low anxietg readers, presented with an easg reading task,

onlg a portion of available attention mag be allocated to

accomplishing the task, while another portion of residual

attention remains, or is used for other reader purposes.

when low anxietg readers are presented with average reading

tasks, the major portion of available attention mag be

utilized bg the reading task, leaving little residual

attention. A hard reading task mag require more attention

than is available and result in decreased reading

performance. Perceived difficultg with the text mag result

in distractibilitg, manifested in increased levels of

residual attention.

when high anxietg readers are faced with reading tasks,

it could be hgpothesized that a portion of available

attention mag be engaged in dealing with anxious responses

related to the reading task. Regardless of the difficultg

level, attention mag be divided between the reading task

and anxious responses to the task. when faced with an easg

reading task, while a portion of available attention mag be

utilized in attending to the reading task, additional



available attention mag be required and focused on anxious

responses. Thus, most of the attention which is available

mag be utilized bg combined task demands and anxietg

responses. Ht average difficultg levels, the major portion

of available attention is needed in order to successfullg

accomplish the reading task. For high anxietg readers at

average difficultg levels, task demands combined with the

demands of anxious responses mag exceed available capacitg.

Hard reading tasks alone are expected to exceed available

cognitive capacitg. For high anxietg readers, when the

demands of hard reading tasks are combined with the demands

of anxious responses, available cognitive capacitg would be

exceeded once again.

Qeesuring anxietg end Cognitive Cegacitg

anxietg is classified in two categories: H—trait and A-

state anxietg. Trait anxietg is a long—range tendencg to

anxious responses in a varietg of situations. Q—state

anxietg is a short-term anxious response to a specific

situation. This investigation focuses on anxietg related to

reading, and it will be necessarg to measure ¤—state

reading anxietg. Hnxietg C¤—trait and ¤—stateJ is often

measured using anxietg scales which relg on self—report to

identifg the degree to which an individual is anxious. H-

state anxietg scales have been developed to measure anxietg



related to specific situations? such as test anxietg

(Gaundrg & Spielberger, 1577), however, an existing H-state

reading anxietg scale was not available, so the development

of such a scale was needed in order to identifg high and

low e—state anxietg readers.

Cognitive capacitg has been measured using a primarg

task/secondarg task paradigm (Bacon, 157%; Egsenck, 1575a;

Egsenck, 1583; Hamilton, 1575). This paradigm engages

participants in a primarg task, such as reading a text, and

a secondarg task, such as reponding to a tone. Q

measurement is taken of the time required to respond to the

secondarg task. Britton, Phia, Davis, & wehausen (1578)

studied cognitive capacitg usage during reading tasks using

the primarg task/secondarg task paradigm. Their studg

points out that reading requires cognitive capacitg and

theg were able to document cognitive capacitg utilization

during reading tasks. It was demonstrated that the more

cognitive capacitg used in processing a text, the slower a

reader will respond to a secondarg stimulus presented

during the reading. when less cognitive capacitg was being

utilized in attending to the reading task, response times

to a secondarg stimulus were faster (Britton, et.al.,

1578).

Secondarg task research has demonstrated that response

times are arraged in an inverted U—shaped curve with



relation to task difficultg ang anxietg, following the

predictions of the Yerkes—Dodson law (1508) (Egsenck,

1583). During low levels of engagement with a primarg task

(such as during easg reading), response time to a secondarg

task will be rapid at normal anxietg conditions. Ht lower

levels of engagement, available cognitive capacitg is not

utilized bg task demands, thus high levels of residual

attention are available. This accounts for rapid responses

to a secondarg task. During levels of higher engagement

with the primarg task (such as during average reading),

response times to a secondarg task will be slower. Because

high levels of available cognitive capacitg are being

utilized bg the primarg task, response times to the

secondarg task are slower. when difficultg levels are again

increased Csuch as during hard reading), response times to

a secondarg task again become fast. Qt this level, the

demands of the primarg task have exceeded available

cognitive capacitg, interfering with the focus of attention

on the primarg task, and resulting in increased levels of

residual attention CEgsenck, 1583).

If anxietg affects attention distribution, it can be

hgpothesized that attention to a reading task, defined as

cognitive capacitg, mag varg between low—anxious readers

and highlg anxious readers because of the attentional

demands of anxious responses for high anxietg readers.



Utilizing the primarg task/secégdarg task paradigm, low

anxietg readers mag respond slowlg to a secondarg task when

reading materials at average levels because task demands

are expected to utilize available cognitive capacitg. For

low anxietg readers, easg reading and hard reading should

result in Easter reaction times. In the case of easg

reading, available cognitive capacitg mag not be completelg

utilized bg attention to the task, so response times should

be East. In the case of hard reading, task demands mag

exceed available cognitive capacitg, again resulting in

East response times.

The cognitive capacitg of highlg anxious readers mag be

at peak levels of engagement onlg when reading easg

materials. The reading task mag initiate anxietg, but

since it is an easg reading task, available cognitive

capacitg should not be exhausted bg either task—related or

anxietg—related demands. Thus, available capacitg mag be

divided between dealing with anxietg and attending to the

reading task. So, slower response times to a secondarg

task would be expected of these readers when reading at

easg levels. when reading at average or hard levels, the

combined attentional demands of the task and maintenance of

anxious responses mag exceed available cognitive capacitg.

Thus, For high anxietg readers at average and hard

difficultg levels, response times to a secondarg task would
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be expected to be rapid. If one accepts the notion that

more attention is engaged for anxious readers Cthus less

space is available for processing information), there are

implications on text levels or task difficulty levels

appropriate for these children.

Pyggeee ef the §tugy

The purpose of this study was to determine if

differences exist in the distribution of attention, as

represented by cognitive capacity, between high and low

anxiety readers for the reading of material of varying

difficulty levels.

The study was designed to investigate the following

questions:

For high and low anxiety readers, what is the
relationship between anxiety and cognitive capacity
during the reading of materials of varied difficulty
levels?

Subquestions:

1. what is the relationship between anxiety and
cognitive capacity for high and low anxiety readers
during the reading of easy reading materials?

E. what is the relationship between anxiety and
cognitive capacity for high and low anxiety readers
during the reading of average reading materials?

3. what is the relationship between anxiety and
cognitive capacity for high and low anxiety readers
during the reading of hard reading materials?



CHRPTER II

R§UI§w QF TH; Rßgejgü LIIERAIURE

The purpose of this chapter is to examine theorg and

research relevant to the relationship between attention,

anxietg and reading. The chapter begins bg providing a

description of anxietg and the measurement of anxietg.

Then, the relationships between anxietg and reading,

attention and anxietg, and reading and attention are

discussed. Finallg, the remainder of the chapter discusses

how anxietg, attention, and reading difficultg levels are

related.

Qnxietg

anxietg includes a combination of somatic, cognitive,

emotional and behavioral responses. These responses occur

when an individual encounters a stressful situation and

perceives that situation as dangerous CRosenhan & Seligman,

138%; Spielberger, 1372). A situation, or combination of

elements in a situation, mag represent stress For an

individual. IE a stressful situation or setting is

perceived as possiblg dangerous bg the individual, anxietg

is a result.

In the context of anxietg related to reading, a

stressful setting would be considered to be ang situation

12



in which an individual is askeäato read a text. Reading

settings mag be stressful to emerging readers due to

perceived pressure to perform well in reading. The degree

to which an individual perceives the reading setting to be

threatening mag determine the degree to which the

individual displags anxious responses to the situation.

anxietg is closelg related to fear. where fear is an

emotion which has been studied and written about for

centuries, anxietg is a relativelg new concept. Rosenhan

and Seligman (158%) define anxietg in terms of the

characteristics of fear. Both fear and anxietg have like

somatic responses. Externallg, there mag be responses such

as: changes in facial expression, changes in muscle

tension, and increased perspiration. Internallg, the

autonomic and central nervous sgstems initiate a series of

responses including: redistribution of blood flow to the

muscles and brain, changes in blood content in preparation

for coagulation, speeding up of the heart rate, elevation

in blood pressure, and increased supplies of oxggen and

energg resources being sent to the bodilg tissues.

Emotional responses to both fear and anxietg include

feelings of dread, terror and panic. Behavioral responses

to fear and anxietg are classified as either instrumental

or classicallg conditioned. Instrumental behavioral

responses are voluntarg and generallg fall into two



categories: fleeing and fightiäg. Classicallg conditioned

responses are involuntarg, learned responses.

The distinctive difference between fear and anxietg is

onlg apparent in the cognitive response. In a fear

response, an individual responds to a threat which

represents a clear and specific danger. In an anxietg

reponse, an individual responds to a threat which

represents an unclear, non—specific danger.

Qnxietg is classified in two main categories: trait

anxietg (H—trait) and state anxietg C¤—state). Trait

anxietg is a long—range tendencg to anxious responses in a

varietg of situations. Individuals with H-trait anxietg

mag view a wide range of situations as being harmful,

resulting in chronic anxious responses to mang situations.

H—state anxietg is a short-term anxious response to a

specific situation. H-state anxietg mag differ in

intensitg and duration, depending on individual perceptions

of given situations C5pielberger, 1575).

Qnxietg is often measured using anxietg scales which

relg on self—report to identifg anxietg levels. 9—trait

anxietg scales have been developed which measure the

tendencg to anxietg as a relativelg stable personalitg

trait, and 9—state anxietg scales have been developed to

measure anxietg related to specific situations, such as

test anxietg Cßaundrg 8 Spielberger, 1577).



Phgsiological measures such5as heart rate, galvanic

skin response, and respiration rate have also been used to

measure anxietg (Ferrara, 15783. This method mag be

problematic in the measurement of ongoing 9—state anxietg

due to the necessitg of phgsicallg connecting individuals

to monitoring devices. The use of this equipment mag also

affect the level of anxietg.

Qnxietg and Reading

The focus of research relating to anxietg in children

in school settings has been test anxietg. Sarason et al.

(1950) provide three explanations for the focus on test

anxietg. First, test anxietg was of interest because

testing is a common experience in schools. Secondlg,

testing is evaluative, and students are often under

pressure to perform well on tests, so it was probable that

high levels of anxietg related to testing settings would

occur. Finallg, in our societg, mang aspects of peoples’

lives mag be influenced bg test performances. Because of

the focus on test anxietg, much of the research on reading

and anxietg has investigated the relationship between

reading achievement and test anxietg.

To provide an overview of the research base on the

relationship between reading achievement and test anxietg,

a number of these investigations will be discussed.



T
In a longitodinal stodg oflihe relationship between

anxietg and other school—related variables, Hill and

Sarason (1366) Found an increasinglg negative relationship

between achievement and test anxietg over the elementarg

grades. Reading achievement and test anxietg were most

closelg correlated in the lower grades. Math and reading

achievement and test anxietg became more closelg correlated

in the higher grades (Hill & Sarason, 1366). Eaundrg and

Spielberger (1371) proposed that children were more able to

assess their own progress in reading compared to their

classmates in the earlg grades. Progress in math mag be

less obviows to children in lower grades, becoming obvious

onlg in the later grades as difficultg level increases.

Therefore, reading and math achievement and test anxietg

were closelg correlated bg the time these children reached

the later elementarg grades.

Lonneborg (136%) Found anxietg to be negativelg

correlated with achievement in both reading and math in

grades %, 6 and 6. The negative correlations became

strcnger as grade level increased. Correlations were Found

to be greater For girls than For bogs (Lunneborg, 136%).

Similarlg, Sarason et al. (1360) Found reading achievement

to be more negativelg correlated with test anxietg than

math achievement.

Neville, Pfost and Dobbs (1367) investigated the



relationship between test anxiétg and reading vocabularg

and comprehension gain during an elementarg summer reading

program. Separating subjects into high, middle and low

anxietg categories, no differences were found in vocabularg

gain for the three groups. Low gains in comprehension were

found to be associated with both low and high test anxietg

groups; middle levels of test anxietg were associated with

higher gains in comprehension. Because comprehension can

be considered a more complex learning task than vocabularg,

these results could be explained in terms of higher anxietg

levels being associated with more complex tasks.

In a studg of reading and A—trait anxietg, Merrgman

(157%) studied the effect of anxietg on the vocabularg and

comprehension achievement of fifth—graders. Students were

separated into high, medium, and low e—trait anxietg groups

and compared on the basis of performance on the Stanford

Diagnostic Reading Test. Relationships were found between

high Q—trait anxietg and literal and inferential

comprehension and vocabularg. Correlations between high

anxietg and sgllabication, sound discrimination, and

blending were not found to be significant. Like Neville,

Pfost and Dobbs (1567), Merrgman (157%) suggested that more

complex reading tasks, such as comprehension, were more

likelg to produce anxietg in students than less complex

tasks, thus explaining the differences in findings for



various reading skills.
la

waid, Kanog, Blick, & walker (1878) studied the

relationship between Q—state and H-trait anxietg and

reading comprehension in undergraduate college students.

Low Q-trait anxietg subjects scored significantlg higher

than the high A-trait anxietg subjects on a comprehension

test following the readings. It was suggested that, if

high Q-trait anxietg individuals could lower specific H-

state anxietg levels prior to a performance task,

performance levels might be increesed (waid et al., 1878).

The relation between reading achievement and test

anxietg has not consistentlg been shown to be negative.

Cox (188%) found that math scores were negativelg

correlated with test anxietg, but that there was no

correlation between test anxietg and reading achievement.

Similarlg, Lgnn (1857) found no consistent correlation

between reading achievement and math achievement and

anxietg. _

H number of studies have investigated aspects of the

relationship between anxietg and processing in reading.

Fransson (1877) examined the relationship between free

recall of a reading passage (deep- or surface-level

processing), tgpe of motivation and test anxietg. Qmong

the results, it was shown that high Q—trait anxietg

individuals were more apt to surface-level processing of



the passage than low H—trait aniietg individuals.

In investigating the information processing effects of

anxietg, Dusek, Mergler and Kermis (1975) found support for

the hgpothesis that highlg test—anxious elementarg students

focus their attention on task-irrelevant information. In

an expanded replication of this studg, Ford, Pelham and

Ross (1985) failed to substantiate these findings. where

both studies support the hgpothesis that high test anxietg

is related to lower performance, the failure of the Ford

et al. studg to replicate the Dusek et al. studg leaves

open the question of whether or not an effect of anxietg

mag be a tendencg to attention to task-irrelevant

information.

In conclusion, investigations of reading and anxietg

have considered a number of issues including: achievement,

performance, differences in reading and math anxietg,

comprehension and vocabularg differences, levels of

processing, and attention to task-irrelevant information.

Based on these studies, it can be concluded that high

levels of anxietg are usuallg associated with lower levels

of performance on reading tasks.

Qgxiatg ang Qgtantign

The information—processing approach to cognition

identifies a number of stages of processing through which



information is acquired, storeä? retrieved and utilized.

This approach suggests that information is entered into a

sensorg store and is recognized for patterns. A selection

process occurs, and selected items are attended to in

short—term memorg. Processing then proceeds between long-

term memorg and short—term memorg (Reed, 1552).

Attention has been defined in terms of concentration of

the mind on a specific object, thought or activitg.

Concentration suggests mental effort. Capacitg theories of

attention deal with the amount of mental effort which is

allocated in order to make sense of stimuli. These theories

propose that attention is limited and often describe

attention relative to the construct of cognitive capacitg.

(Reed, 1552).

Cognitive capacitg refers to a general limit on

available processing space for performing a specific mental

task at a specific time (Kahneman, 1573). Kahneman (1573)

points out that cognitive capacitg is finite. when an

individual attempts ang processing task there are a limited

number of pieces, or chunks, of information which can be

assimilated simultaneouslg, depending on the complexitg of

the task and the relevant information available in long-

term memorg pertinent to the task (Klatskg, 1550).

Cognitive capacitg has been measured using a primarg

task/secondarg task paradigm (Bacon, 157%; Egsenck, 1575a;



Egsenck, 1583; Hamilton, l575)?1This paradigm engages

participants in a primarg task, such as reading a text, and

a secondarg task, such as reponding to a tone. H

measurement is taken of the time required to respond to the

secondarg task. Response time is taken to be a reflection

of the proportion of attention engaged bg the task.

Secondarg task research has demonstrated that response

times are arraged in an inverted U—shaped curve with

relation to task difficultg and anxietg, following the

predictions of the Yerkes-Uodson law (1508) (Egsenck,

1575a). The Yerkes—Dodson law prediots that during low

levels of engagement with a primarg task (such as during

easg reading), response time to a secondarg task will be

quick. During levels of higher engagement with the

primarg task (such as during average reading), response

times to a secondarg task will be slower. when difficultg

levels are again increased (such as during hard reading),

response times to a secondarg task again become fast.

(Egsenck, 1575a). ‘

nnxietg mag affect attention bg occupging processing

space which is needed in accomplishing a task (Beck &

Emerg, 1585; Egsenck, 1575a). Rather than focusing

attention on a given task, attention mag be split between

scanning for threatening aspects of task completion and

attention to the task (Beck & Emerg, 1585). Consequentlg,



high anxietg mag lead to decreäied task performance because

a portion of available attention will be focused on anxious

responses.

H number of studies have shown that stress (Dunn, 1868;

Pgke 8 egnew, 1863; Quarter 8 Markus, 1871) and e—state

anxietg (Hodges 8 Spielberger, 1868; walker 8 Spence, 186%)

reduced cognitive capacitg. Hamilton (1876) assumed that

if high—anxietg children required more effort than low-

anxietg children to attend to a primarg task involving

recall a series of digits, theg would perform slower on a

secondarg reaction time test than low-anxietg children. He

found this to be the case, and his work represented one of

a verg few studies utilizing a secondarg task paradigm with

children rather than adults.

Hnxietg can be considered one of mang tgpes of arousal.

Some relevant explanatorg attentional literature

investigates the relationship between arousal and

attention. In considering the effects of arousal on

performance, Easterbrook (1858) proposed that responses to

secondarg task stimuli were the result of variations in cue

utilization as arousal levels increased. During periods of

low arousal, Easterbrook (1858) suggested that performance

on a secondarg task was rapid because subjects responded to

a wide range of cues. at average levels of arousal,

performance on the secondarg task diminishes, and the focus



of attention (or range of cuesäanarrows to the primarg

task. This concentration of attention leads the subject to

be less responsive to those cues irrelevant to the primarg

task (i.e., cues relevant to the secondarg task). This

accounts for slower reaction times. es arousal reaches

higher levels, response times become faster due to further

narrowing of cue utilization. Gt this level, according to

Easterbrook (1555), onlg some relevant cues are attended

to, and irrelevant cues receive a portion of available

attention.

Egsenck (1553) reported that Easterbrook’s (1555)

hgpothesis was inadequate in suggesting that intense

concentration with a narrow focus of attention occurrs

during periods of high arousal. Rather than a narrow focus

of attention to a primarg task, Egsenck (1553) cited

evidenced that highlg—aroused subjects report heightened

distractibilitg. Deffenbacher (1575) found that highlg-

anxious subjects reported spending less time attending to

task than low-anxietg students.

The effects of arousal on performance mag not be

direct, as the Yerkes—Dodson law (1505) and Easterbrook’s

(1555) hgpothesis assume, but rather theg mag be indirect

effects. Individuals mag mediate between the effects of

arousal or anxietg and the demands of the tasks. Quicker

reaction times to secondarg tasks at high—anxietg levels



mag be a function of a variabläqdivided focus of attention

rather than further narrowing of cue utilization (Egsenck,

1575a). Broadbent (1571) also suggests that the theories of

arousal implging direct affects of arousal on performance

lose sight of the possibilitg that individuals possess

control sgstems which mediate these affects.

Beck and Emerg (1555) discuss the activation of

cognitive sets based on specific perceptions of specific

events matched with schemata for these events. The concept

of activation and utilization of cognitive sets complements

Broadbent’s (1571) suggestion that control sgstems operate

which mediate the effects of arousal. Beck and Emerg (1555)

theorize that specific cognitive schema are activated when

individuals perceive threatening situations. Schemata act

as filters which provide information for the processing of

information related to the situation. An individual’s

interpretation is thus the result of the interaction

between the situation and the schemata activated. ”A

cognitive set comprises specific concepts, assumptions,

overlags, and rules that are applied to a given situation

at a given time" (Beck & Emerg, 1555, p. 55).

Cognitive sets mag be voluntarilg and readilg activated

and de—activated. For example, a student mag voluntarilg

activate a cognitive set for test—taking which includes

”automatic derogation of the student’s own abilitg” (Beck &
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Emerg, 1885, p. 57). In this case, the involuntarg

activation of this cognitive set arouses anxietg. This

anxietg acts es a stimulant for action. The unpleasantness

of the anxious response encourages the anxious individual

to plan a strategg (which mag be contained in schemata) to

reduce the danger, which should reduce the anxietg. This

planning mag occupg cognitive capacitg. enxietg persists

until there is some modification in the cognitive set (Beck

& Emerg, 1885). Beck and Emerg’s (1885) ”cognitive sets,”

relative to anxietg mag be quite similiar to Broadbent’s

(1871) "control sgstems,” relative to arousal. Cognitive

sets, or control sgstems mag be effective in mediating

anxious responses to the degree that an individual is able

to formulate and act on strategies which modifg the

cognitive set and allow for anxietg reduction.

It can be concluded that anxietg has indirect effects

on attention and utilizes available processing space.

Individuals mag utilize cognitive sets in mediating between

the demands of anxious responses and task demands, thus the

effects of anxietg mag not be consistant from moment to

moment in a given task situation. Hs an individual

completes the task, anxietg levels mag varg at a given

moment based on the degree to which the task is stress-

producing for the individual and the degree to which the

individual is able to modifg the cognitive set to reduce



anxietg. Additionallg, EgsenckE?1979a) reports that, while

anxietg mag lead to attention to task—irrelevant cognitive

activities, highlg anxious individuals mag compensate with

increased effort. Increased effort could be a chosen

strategg in a cognitive set. However, Egsenck (1979a)

states that increased effort does not tgpicallg compensate

entirelg for the reduction in attentional capacitg.

Reading end Aetention

The relation between attention and performance in

reading has recentlg been an active area of inquirg, and

mang investigations have considered the role of selective

attention in reading. Selective attention theories suggest

that when reading, individuals evaluate the importance of

textual elements and devote extra attention to important

elements, therefore these elements are learned better

(Anderson, 1982). Because these investigations have not

considered anxietg level as a variable, and mang have

focused on specific kinds of textual elements and

variations, generallg theg are not meaningful in light of

the current investigation.

However, one studg will be discussed because it

established that cognitive capacitg as measured using the

primarg task/secondarg task paradigm is a viable method of

defining attention during reading. Britton, Phia, Davis, &



wehausen (1978) studied attentign during the reading of

texts in which adjunct questions were varied using the

primarg task/secondarg task paradigm. Their studg points

out that reading requires attention and theg were able to

document cognitive capacitg utilization during reading

tasks. Supporting the Yerkes—Dodson law (1908), it was

demonstrated that the more cognitive capacitg readers used

in processing a text, the slower these readers responded to

a secondarg stimulus presented during the reading. when

less cognitive capacitg was being utilized in attending to

the reading task, response times to a secondarg stimulus

were Easter (Britton, et al., 1978).

Anxietg, Attention, and Reading Difficultg Level

Egsenck (1979a & b, 1983) discussed the relationship

between task difficultg and attention when a measure of

cognitive capacitg was taken using the primarg

task/secondarg task paradigm. It was noted that, based on

difficultg levels, response times to secondarg tasks were

consistentlg arraged in an inverted U—shaped curve, as

predicted bg the Yerkes-Dodson Law (1908). An easg primarg

task, results in quick responses to a secondarg task. Rn

easg task required a portion of available attention so some

attention remained and was not Focused on the task. This

remaining attention allowed for quick responses to a



secondarg task. when engaged äg an appropriate, or average

task, attention to the task required utilization of all

available cognitive capacitg. Because available attention

was focused on performing the primarg task, response times

to secondarg tasks were slow. when engaged in a hard task,

task demands exceeded available cognitive capacitg. In this

case, there were more relevant cues which need to be

attended to relative to the task than the individual was

able attend to. This resulted in quick responses to the

secondarg stimulus. The individual mag be aware that the

task is difficult task, and that he/she is having

difficultg. Hwareness of this nature mag be related to

increased distractibilitg Cas described bg Deffenbacher,

1878) resulting in more rapid response times.

Relating anxietg to task difficultg, Egsenck (1878a)

reported that high anxietg is related to improved

performance on easg tasks, and reduced performance on

difficult tasks. If anxietg effects processing bg

interfering with available attention, anxietg levels and

their effects mag varg according to the difficultg level of

the material being read. Thus, the effects of anxietg on

processing during easg reading mag be minimal; and, as the

reading difficultg level increases the affects on

processing mag increase.

The attention of low anxietg readers to reading tasks



would be expected to Follow thägpredictions of the Yerkes—

Dodson Law (1308). These readers may respond slowly to

secondary tasks when reading materials at average levels

because task demands will utilize available cognitive

capacity. Easy and hard reading should result in Easter

reaction times. In the case of easy reading, available

cognitive capacity will not be utilized by attention to the

task, resulting in East response times. In the case of

hard reading, task demands will exceed available cognitive

capacity, again resulting in East response times.

Because the attention of high anxiety readers will be

divided between task—related demands and anxiety-related

demands, it would not be expected that response times would

Follow the predictions of the Yerkes—Dodson Law (1308). The

attention of highly anxious readers may be at peak levels

of engagement when reading easy materials. while the

reading task may initiate some anxiety, because it is an

easy task, available attention should not be exhausted by

combined task-related and anxiety-related demands. IE

available attention is divided between dealing with anxiety

and attending to the reading task, slow response times to a

secondary task would be expected of these readers. when

reading at average or hard levels, combined attentional

task demands and maintenance of anxious responses may

exceed available cognitive capacity. For high anxiety



readers at average and hard diggicultg levels, response

times to a secondarg task mag be expected to be rapid.

Sgmmggg

Research on the relationship between reading and

anxietg has demonstrated that high levels of anxietg are

generallg associated with lower levels of performance on

reading tasks. It was been suggested that the direct

effects of anxietg on reading occur during processing

(Sieber, 0’Neil and Tobias, 1977). Egsenck (lS7Sa) proposes

that anxietg has indirect affects on attention to tasks and

utilizes available processing space. During reading,

attention mag be divided between anxious responses and task

demands.

In discussing anxietg and task difficultg, Egsenck

(lS7SaJ reported that high anxietg is related to improved

performance on easier tasks, and reduced performance on

more difficult tasks. If anxietg effects processing bg

interfering with attention allocation to the reading task,

the affects of anxietg would be expected to varg based on

the difficultg level of the material being read. For high

anxietg readers, the affects of anxietg on attention to

easg reading mag be minimal, so higher levels of attention

mag be allocated to the reading task. As reading

difficultg levels, (reading task demands) increase, the



affects of anxietg on attentioälto the reading task mag

increase. This mag result in the allocation of lower levels

of attention to average and harder reading tasks.

Readers who do not operate with above normal anxietg

levels would be expected to Follow the predictions of the

Yerkes—Uodson Law (1908) in attention to reading tasks

(Egsenck, 1573aJ. That is, higher levels of attention mag

be allocated to reading texts of average difficultg levels

and lower levels of attention mag be allocated to easier

and harder reading texts.



' CHHPTER III

METHDD

The studg was designed to investigate the relationship

between anxietg and cognitive capacitg in high and low

anxietg readers during the reading of materials of varied

difficultg levels. Response times to a secondarg task were

measured while participants were engaged in orallg reading

materials at easg, average, and hard difficultg levels.

Develogment of the Reading Qnxietg Scale

The design required identification of high and low A-

state reading anxietg participants. Because there were no

existing scales designed to measure H—state anxietg related

to reading, a scale was developed.

Phase l — Item Development

Research on anxietg related to sports competition

indicates that somatic and cognitive aspects of anxietg

operate differentlg (Martens, Burton, Uealeg, Bump, &

Smith, lSB3J. For example, related to sporting events, it

has been shown that aspects of cognitive anxietg begin

operating at a mean of four dags prior to a sporting event,

where aspects of somatic anxietg begin one to two hours

prior to a sporting event (Martens, et al., 1983). Because

32



this evidence indicates potentägllg cummulative effects of

cognitive and somatic aspects of anxietg, both cognitive

and somatic anxietg items were developed. For example, one

cognitive item read:

”I worrg about making mistakes when I read.”

an example of a somatic item is:

”I begin to feel verg warm when I am reading out loud.”

Two criteria were used in the development of items

designed to measure a—state anxietg related to reading.

First, items were designed for face validitg in measuring

H-state reading anxietg. Secondlg, items were designed to

use language which would be familiar to and understood bg a

population of beginning readers.

Sixtg questions (%O cognitive and EO somatic3 were

initiallg developed to form a base pool of test items. Nang

of these items were designed bg modifging items from

existing anxietg scales to relate to reading. Items were

modified from C.D. Spielberger’s How I Feel Questionnaire,

Form C—E (13703, and R. Marten's Sport Competition anxietg

TQ3; (13773. For example, an item from Marten‘s Sports

Competition Rnxietg Test (13773 is:



3%

”BeFore I compete I Feel uneasg." (Martens, R., 1377)

This item was revised For the reading anxietg scale to
read:

”BeFore mg turn to read out loud, I Feel uneasg."

To assure that the language used in items would be

understood bg second- and third-graders, Four eight and

nine gear olds were interviewed bg the examiner. In these

interviews, participants were asked a series oF open-ended

questions designed to elicit their descriptions oF

cognitive and somatic anxious Feelings, particularlg as

theg relate to reading. It was Found that it was conFusing

to use the word ”anxious" with these children. Theg took

”anxious” to mean "eager,” as in ”anxious to get to the

beach." These children responded to the word "nervous”

with descriptions oF anxietg.

These interviews were audiotaped and participant

statements relating to anxietg were listed. words and

phrases used bg these children in describing anxietg were

used to design twentg additional reading anxietg items (1%

cognitive and E somatic). These items were added to the

pool oF items which had been designed based on existing

anxietg scales, For a total pool oF BO items.

The sixtg items which had been developed based on



existing anxietg scales were riäd to each of the

interviewed participants. After hearing each item,

participants were asked to restate the item in their own

words. The restating activitg provided information on how

well these participants understood the items. Participants

also provided answers to the items (never, hardlg ever,

sometimes, and often). Bg having participants provide

answers to the items, information was gathered on the

abilitg of eight— and nine—gear old children to answer

using the response scale which had been developed. The

children demonstrated understanding of the items in that

theg were readilg able to restate them. For example, one

student was read an item which stated, ”I make mistakes in

reading when I get nervous.” when asked to explain what the

question meant in her own words, she said, ”It means if I

get afraid I don’t know the words, sometimes I miss those

words and some of the words I reallg know, too.”

Some negativelg worded items were found to be

problematic. For example, one negativelg worded item read:
”I don t worrg about reading in school.“ Une of the

possible responses to the scale was ”never,” and it was

discovered that for these items, double negatives were

created when answering with this response. These negativelg

worded items were revised to avoid confusing double

negatives.
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Phase E - Judgement of Ualiditg (Item Elimination)

when 60 items had been developed and field tested with

interview participants, an elimination process was used to

increase face validitg of items, establish reliabilitg for

the scale, and reduce the scale to a reasonablg sized task

for beginning readers.

To eliminate less valid items, the complete pool of

eightg items was independentlg reviewed bg six Judges.

These six Judges were professors and graduate students in

reading, psgchologg, and tests and measurement. The

researcher met with each Judge, provided a copg of the pool

of items, and explained the purpose of the development of

the scale. In addition, Judges were given the following

statement of purpose and set of instructions:

The following scale is being developed to be used to
identifg anxietg related to reading in beginning readers
Cspecificallg, second- and third-gradersl. The pool of
items which follows has been developed based on existing
anxietg scales and on interviews with two second- and two
third-grade participants. The first 6% items are identified
as “cognitive anxietg items." These items are designed to
measure the degree to which goung readers have anxious
thoughts about reading, or thoughts which represent worrg
about reading. The second E6 items are identified as
”somatic anxietg items.” These items are designed to
measure the degree to which goung readers have anxious
phgsical feelings or sensations when theg read, or prior to
reading.

I would like for gou to serve as a Judge and rate each
item on a scale of l to lO; l being an item which gou think
is a poor measure of anxietg related to reading, and lO
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being an item which gou think is an excellent measure of
anxietg related to reading. Please write gour Judgement of
each item in the margin next to the item. when the scale is
used, it is not designed to be read bg beginning readers.
ns indicated bg the instructions at the beginning of the
scale, it is designed to be read to the students bg adults
so that more complex language mag be used than is readable
to goung readers. For each item, focus on gour Judgement of
the face validitg of the item and on claritg of the item.
It is essential that these items provide measurements of
student anxietg about reading. It is also essential that
these items be clear to, be understood bg, and be
meaningful to second- and third—grade readers. If gou feel
that rewordings of specific items would improve them,
please note gour suggested rewordings. If gou have
additional suggestions for improving the scale, please
state them at the end of the scale. Thank gou for gour
expertise and gour time.

Judges were given the opportunitg to read this

statement and question the researcher. Each Judge reviewed

and rated each item. Results were compiled and mean ratings

for each item were obtained. Based on these mean ratings,

the E3 least valid items were eliminated. 9 revised scale

contained 31 cognitive and BO somatic reading anxietg

items. Based on suggestions bg the six Judges, the wording

of some items was modified to reduce ambiguitg.

Phase 3 — Field Testing for Reliabilitg (Item Eliminationl

The revised reading anxietg scale of 51 items was field

tested for reliabilitg with two participant groups. Une

group consisted of twelve, elementarg reading students

(ages 7- 123 in a universitg, reading-clinic setting.

Undergraduate tutors read instructions and items to these



participants individuallg, whi?2 participants responded on

individual answer sheets. Participants were provided with

markers for the purpose of keeping their places while

completing the task. Tutors asked participants to restate

designated items in their own words to assure that

participants understood the items. Different tutors asked

their students to restate different items in order to

assure that all items were restated bg some participants.

Tutors administered the scale to these participants on

three tutoring sessions. Tutors were asked to comment in

writing on how well participants understood instructions,

and how well participants were able to independentlg

respond to items on their answer sheets.

9 second participant group was composed of one second-

grade and one third-grade classroom in a public school

sgstem in southwest Uirginia. A total of %5 students (EE

second-grade and E3 third—grade) participated. The

researcher visited each classroom three times to administer

the scale to each whole classroom group. The researcher

read the instructions and items to each group. Each

participant was provided with an answer sheet and a marker.

Participants were assigned identification numbers to be

used on each answer sheet, thus the names of these

participants were not revealed.

The responses from these groups were combined For



analysis. The combined respons;2 represented 87

participants who each responded to the scale three times

For a total oF 171 responses. Individual item analyses and

total scale analyses were conducted. The coeFFicient

alpha was computed, indicating that reliability on the 81

item scale was .813.

The Comprehensive Questionnaire Analysis System was

used to perForm item analyses. This analysis was used to

choose more appropriate items based on standard test

construction evaluation criteria (Magnusson, 1888). Based

on test—retest reliability Findings For individual test

items, 31 less reliable items were eliminated, leaving a

completed 20 item reading anxiety scale. Items with

reliability scores ranging From .%0 to —.&0 were eliminated

First. Items with reliability scores ranging between .&1

and 1.00 (representing positively worded items) and between

-.&1 and -1.00 (representing negatively worded items) were

considered For the completed scale (Martens, 1883). Items

with correlations closer to 1 and -1 correlated more highly

with the total scale than items with correlations closer to

0. Because they would degrade the reliability oF the

completed scale, items with correlations closer to 0 were

eliminated. 0F the remaining items, only 7 were positively

worded to indicate Feelings oF comFort related to reading.

For example, one oF these 7 items said, ”I Feel sure oF



mgself when I read to mg teach;?.” These 7 items were

included for the completed scale. Thirteen additional items

were chosen. These were the 13 items with the highest

correlations Cclosest to -1.0). 0f the 20 items which were

chosen for the completed scale, 15 were cognitive items,

and 5 were scmatic items. All items included in the

completed scale demonstrated an item analgsis coefficient

of between .%7 and 1.00 or —.%7 and -1.00.

Phase ä - Reliabilitg Testing of Completed Scale

The completed Q-state reading anxietg scale was tested

for reliabilitg with a group of 127 second- and third-grade

participants in six classrooms in a southwest Uirginia

public school. The researcher administered the scale orallg

in whole group settings in each classroom. The researcher

read instructions and items to each class. Each participant

was provided with an answer sheet and a marker. The scale

was administered on three occasions over a three week time

span. Participants were assigned identification numbers,

thus their names were not revealed.

0n the average, the scale was administered to third-

grade classrooms in 15 to 20 minutes. It took slightlg

longer, 20 to 25 minutes to administer the scale in second-

grade classrooms. The second—graders were less familiar

with responding to a scale with response choices such as



”never, hardlg ever, sometimes?} and ”oFten.” For example,

students were asked what ”oFten” meant to them, and theg

would provide examples such as ”I brush mg teeth oEten.”

Extra time was spent explaining and modeling how to respond

to the possible choices. es the scale was administered, the

researcher monitored students bg walking around and

checking to assure that theg moved from one item to the

next and responded onlg once For each item.

The combined responses represented 127 second- and

third-grade participants who each responded to the scale

three times For a total of 351 responses. Using the

Comprehensive Questionnaire analgsis Sgstem, the coefficent

alpha was computed, indicating that reliabilitg on the

completed 20 item scale was .52.

Samgle Selection

The researcher tested students from 12 second- and

third-grade classrooms in three schools in two public

school sgstems in southwest Uirginia using the completed

reading anxietg scale. The three schools were chosen as

representative of normal populations in southwest Uirginia.

One school could be characterized as urban, one as

suburban/rural, and one as rural.

Parental permission was necessarg during this phase of

the studg. 9 parent permission Form explained that a stodg



was being conducted which wouläainvestigate the

relationship between children’s feelings about reading and

their attention during reading. Q decision was made not to

use the word ”anxietg" in these permission forms because of

the potential to alarm parents unnecessarilg, and because

of the potential for effects on the results of the studg.

The permission form was brief, and parents were encouraged

to call the researcher for more information if desired.

Three parent phone calls were received.

In the three schools, there were a total of EOS second-

and third-graders, of which 163 returned their permission

slips with parent permission to participate. Q total of E7

students did not return their permission slips, and 16

parents did not give permission for their children to

participate in the studg, accounting for EEK non-

participation in the studg.

The researcher administered the reading anxietg scale

to the students in each classroom who had permission to

participate. Before giving cut materials, the researcher

used a script to explain participation tc the students. The

following script was used:

I am interested in how children feel about reading, and
I have a kind of a test I would like for gou to take which
will tell me about how each of gou feel about reading. This
test is not like mang of the tests gou take in school
because there are no right or wrong answers. whatever gou
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think is the right answer is the right answer. You can help
me in a research project bg answering the questions on the
test. But, before we get started, I want gou to know that
gou do not have to do this if gou don’t want to. If gou
don’t want to take the test, gou can just stag here and not
take it, or gou can leave and go to (where gour teacher is)
now, or at ang time while I am reading the test. Are there
ang questions about this?

after reading the script and answering ang questions,

an answer sheet and a marker were provided for each

student. The instructions for responding to the scale were

read to each group, and ang student questions were

answered. es was previouslg mentioned regarding field

testing for reliabilitg, some additional instruction was

required for second—grade groups. Discussion regarding how

to respond to the possible choices (never, hardlg ever,

sometimes and often) was needed. Each item was read to each

group. It was necessarg to monitor some participants to

assist them in moving from one item to the next.

Student answer sheets were graded bg the researcher.

Responses of ”never“ were counted as worth O points,

”hardlg ever" as 1 point, ”sometimes” as E points, and

”often" as 3 points. Scoring was reversed for items 3, S,

S, 13, 16, 13, and EO. These were items which expressed

comfort related to reading, where the other items expressed

worrg related to reading. Scoring possibilities ranged from

O to SO.

In order to underscore Q—state reading anxietg



ää
differences, the highest and lowest scoring students were

chosen For participation in the primarg/secondarg task

studg. 9 breakdown of participants is presented in Table l.
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Table 1

Particigants

Total with High Low High and
permission Qnxietg Qnxietg Low Qnxietg

School 1 ää S S 10

School E 6% S S 10

School 3 66 10 10 EO

Total 163 E0 60 &0
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In Schools 1 and E Csee Table 13, the students with the

five highest and lowest scores were chosen for

participation. In School 3, the students with the ten

highest and lowest scores were chosen for participation.

To verifg that appropriate high and low anxietg

identifications were made, teachers in each classroom were

provided with a list of student scores, and were informed

as to which students had been identified as high and low A-

state anxietg readers. The researcher discussed each chosen

participant with each teacher to determine whether the

teacher felt that the reading anxietg scale had

appropriatelg identified high and low ¤—state reading

anxietg students. In the majoritg of cases Capproximatelg

8023, teachers agreed with findings. In a number of cases,

teachers stated that theg were surprised that certain

students had been identified as either high or low. These

cases were discussed, and in no case did teachers feel that

identified students were not representative and should not

be used as participants.

High and low Q—state reading anxietg participants were

also identified bg grade levels, sex, and present reading

level within classrooms. It was noted that no participants

were enrolled in special education programs, and a total of

E participants were enrolled in Chapter 1 reading programs.



Q breakdown of participant cha:;cteristics is presented in

Tables E and 3. Note that e—state reading anxietg was

spread across second— and third-grade levels, male and

Female participants, and classroom reading level

placements.
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Table E

High Q—State Reading Qnxietg Particigants

School l School E School 3 Total

Total Participants 5 5 10 E0

Grade End E 0 % G

Level 3rd 3 5 G 1%

Sex M % E % 10

F 1 3 5 10

Reading + 1 E % 7

Placement Un E 3 3 B

- E 0 3 5

Score Range 35-%1 3G-5% 35-%% 35-5%
Nean=%0.5

+ = above grade level
Gn = on grade level— = below grade level
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Table 3

Low Q—State Readlng Qnxietg Particlgants

School 1 School E School 3 Total

Total Participants S S 10 EO

Grade End S S 3 11

Level 3rd 1 1 7 S

Sex H 1 E S E

F S 3 S 1E

Readlng + 0 S S S

Placement 0n S 1 3 E
— 1 0 E 3

Score Range S—B 3-S 1-B 1-S
Hean=S

+ = above grade level
0n = on grade level— = below grade level
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Procedures

During each data collection session, participants were

asked to read orallg to the researcher while responding to

a secondarg task. following the reading of each passage,

the researcher asked participants ten comprehension

questions related to the passage.

At a time agreed upon between the classroom teacher and

the researcher, the researcher went to the classroom and

got each participant. The participant met with the

researcher in a room in the school where data collection

could take place without interruption. when settled in said

room, the researcher used a script to explain the process

to the participant. The following script was used:

Todag I am going to ask gou to take part in an unusual
activitg. Again, this is going to help me with mg studg
about how children feel about reading. first, I am going
to teach gou how to use this machine. After gou have
learned how to use the machine, and have practiced some, I
am going to ask gou to read out loud for me. Then, I will
ask gou to read to me and use the machine at the same time.
I will ask gou to read some easg things, some average
things, and some hard things. You do not have to do this if
gou do not want to. If gou don’t want to do this, gou can
go back to gour room now. If gou decide later on that gou
don’t want to do this, gou can go back to gour room then.
Do gou have ang questions about this?

Measuring Eesgonse Time

following the reading of the script, participants were

instructed in using the response time instrument. A Multi-



Choice Reaction Timer, model nämber 6301%, produced bg

Lafagette Instrument Compang, Lafagette, Illinois, was used

to measure response times. This instrument has three

pieces, a control panel, a response lever, and a speaker.

The instrument produces a tone when initiated, and a lever

must be pushed down to stop the tone. The instrument

provides a reading of the length of time passing from

initiation of the tone to pushing of the lever.

Measurements of response times during the reading of

passages were used as a measure of cognitive capacitg

usage. Measures of response time were also taken prior to

the first reading and between readings of passages to serve

as a baseline response time measure. H baseline measure was

taken to serve as a comparison between primarg use of

cognitive capacitg and secondarg use of cognitive capacitg

during a reading task.

The instrument was set to produce the tone one second

after initiation. This decision was made in order to

assure consistencg in the points during sentences at which

the tone would sound. It was assumed that similar

processing would be occurring for participants if measures

were taken during the reading of identical sentences. Thus,

the tone was initiated once the participant had said the

first word in a sentence. Three target sentences were

designated in each passage to be used, and the tone was



consistentlg initiated Eollowiäg the pronunciation of the

First word in these sentences. Therefore, onlg three

response time readings per passage were collected. Pilot

testing of the design showed that more than three uses of

the tone were unreasonable and overlg disruptive during the

reading of 100 word passages.

Time was spent Eamiliarizing participants with the

response time instrument, and participants were not rushed

into reading tasks. In order to avoid anxietg resulting

From use of an unfamiliar instrument in an unfamiliar

setting, participants were given opportunities to get used

to the instrument bg spending time practicing responding to

it, and bg spending time operating it. This also provided

an opportunitg For participants to become more Eamiliar

with the researcher and the data collection setting.

In Eamiliarizing participants with the instrument,

first, the researcher modeled use of the instrument,

showing each participant how the tone was initiated and how

the lever was pressed. The resulting response times were

displaged For the participants to see, and an explanation

of what theg represented was provided. Participants were

given opportunities to respond to the tone when initiated.

Participants then operated the instrument while the

researcher responded to it. The researcher then read two

passages while the participants operated the instrument.



The participants practiced reaääng two passages without

responding, then theg practiced reading two passages while

responding to the instrument. following the reading of each

passage, participants practiced answering comprehension

questions. The passages used during these familiarization

activities were passages which the researcher expected to

be easg for participants.

It might be noted at this point that these participants

apparentlg liked the sessions from beginning to end. No

child chose not to participate during the data collection

sessions. Quite to the contrarg, on mang occasions,

participants did not want to stop the activitg and return

to their classrooms. Une child liked the activitg so well

that he said that ”he wanted a machine like that for

Christmas.” He wondered if the researcher could tell his

mother where she could get a response time instrument for

him.

Handedness was considered, and dealt with because in

mang cases, participants needed to use both hands at once.

Nang goung readers use a finger to lead themselves, or keep

their places as theg read. Right—handed readers tended to

use the right index finger, and left—handed readers tended

to use the left index finger. lf one hand was to be used to

keep one’s place in the passage, the other hand needed to

be used to respond to the instrument. Handedness was



determined and a comfortable pägcement of the lever was

negotiated. H sticker was placed on the table on the

approximate spot where the participant would keep his/her

hand while reading. (The sticker was to be under the palm

of the hand to be used to press the lever.3 The sticker was

used to insure that participants kept their hands at

approximatelg the same distance from the lever. The closest

finger to the lever could touch, but not be on the wooden

base on which the lever was placed.

0nce the familiarization activities had taken place,

and handedness and hand placement had been settled, the

control panel was placed such that the participant could

not see when the tone was initiated or the resulting

response time readings. Because the control panel was

about ten inches tall, the researcher used this height to

protect against participant observation of notations of

response times, miscues, and comprehension scores.

Hudiotapes were used in case theg were needed later in

identifging miscues and determining comprehension scores.

Text Materials and Difficultg Levels

Passages from John’s Basic Reading lnventorg (157B3

were used in each session. This inventorg was selected to

maintain consistencg in the passages which were used since

it contains three sets of 100 word passages at preprimer



through eighth grade reading lääels.

ns each participant read a passage, miscues in word

recognition were identified. John’s ClS7B) definition of

miscues Coral reading errors) was used. Miscues were

identified as ang omissions, repetitions, substitutions,

insertions, reversals, pauses, or pronunciations of partial

words. Ural reading miscues were used to identifg

difficultg levels. For oral reading miscues, criteria for

identified reading levels are presented in Table %.
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Table ä

Crlterla For Establishlng Difficoltg Levels

Percentage of correct word recognition in context

55-1002 = Easg
91-552 = Qverage

902 and below = Hard

Fercentage of correct comprehension responses

50-1002 = Easg
55-552 = Average

502 and below = Hard
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Following the reading oE each passage, the

comprehension questions accompanging each passage Erom

John’s Basic Reading Inventorg (1575) were asked oE each

participant. For each passage, John’s Basic Reading

Inventorg (1575) provides ten comprehension questions.

Factual, main idea, inferential, and interpretive

comprehension questions are included with guidelines as to

acceptable responses Eor each question. The provided

guidelines were used in scoring answers to comprehension

questions. Comprehension was also used to identiEg reading

levels. For comprehension oE passages, criteria Eor

identiEied diEEicultg levels are presented in Table %.

Q signiEicant point is that diEEicultg level designations

oE easg, average, and hard were determined based on

individual readings oE individual passages. For example,

when a participant read a passage and had E miscues during

oral reading, this was recorded as 5%% word recognition,

average level. Then comprehension questions were asked

related to the passage. IE, Eor example, the participant

missed two oE ten comprehension questions, this was

recorded as 50% comprehension, average level. Thus, it was

possible Eor a passage to be at one level relative to word

recognition, and at another level relative to



comprehension. For instance, §Bparticipant’s word

recognition score for a specific passage might indicate

that the passage was at an easg reading level while the

comprehension score for the same passage indicated that it

was at an average reading level.

Because difficultg levels were identified based on

performance in reading and answering questions on

individual passages, it was possible for identified reading

levels to conflict with numerical/sequential reading levels

as designated bg Johns (15783. To illustrate this, one

second-grade participant was presented with a passage

identified as being at first—grade level bg Johns ClS7BD.

In reading the passage, he missed the word ”snow" several

times, and later missed the word ”sled.” with these, and

other miscues, his word recognition score indicated that

the passage was at a hard level for him. Because the

knowledge that it had snowed was critical to understanding

the passage, his comprehension score also indicated that it

was a hard passage for him. A second-grade level passage

was presented to this participant and he had one miscue

(3323 and missed one comprehension question (302), so it

was identified as an easg passage for him. when a third-

grade level passage was presented to this participant, he

had 7 miscues (S32) and missed 3 comprehension questions
(702), indicating that the passage was at an average



reading level for him. Thus, iäe first—grade passage was

hard, the second—grade passage was easg, and the third-

grade passage was average for this participant.

The researcher used a computer produced list of random

orderings of designated reading levels of passages to

assure that the order of presentation of passages did not

effect the results. Because identifications of easg,

average, and hard were based on individual readings of

individual passages, expectations of reading levels (based

on reading levels designated bg Johns [19753) did not hold

true, and natural randomization occurred. The researcher

handled this bg continuing to have participants read

passages following the randomized list until each

participant had read at least two easg, two average, and

two hard passages.

In some cases, participants read more than two passages

at some levels. In order to have equal portions of data for

each participant, where more than two sets of data at a

level were collected, onlg two sets were included for data

analgsis purposes. In these situations, the last two data

sets collected at ang given level were analgzed. This

decision was made based on the assumption that participants

would become more comfortable with the setting and with

using the response time instrument with time. Three

baseline response time readings were recorded between the



readings of passages. The finaiosix baseline response times

were analgzed for each participant. Thus, six response

times during reading (secondarg task) were analgzed for

each participant at each level, and six baseline response

times (primarg task) were analgzed for each participant.

Qnalgsis

9 repeated measures design was used to describe

relations among response times for reader groups (high and

low Q—state reading anxietg) and reading difficultg levels

(baseline, easg, average, and hard). The dependent variable

was response time to a secondarg task, the operational

definition of available capacitg. Independent variables

were 9-state reading anxietg group (high and low) and

reading difficultg level (baseline, easg, average, and

hard). Analgses were conducted separatelg for difficultg

levels as identified bg comprehension scores and as

identified bg word recognition scores.

The repeated measures design was selected to reduce

overall variabilitg because a common subject pool was used

for each condition. The impact of naturallg existing

individual differences in muscle reflexivitg was

considered. Bg including the baseline measure of response

time with easg, average, and hard difficultg levels, these

individual differences were entered into the error term.



The repeated measures design aälows for removing subject

differences through the error term, leaving the error

components independent from condition to condition CHowell,

15873.

In review of the response time data set, some response

times were noted as outlging from the data. These outliers

were eliminated from the data set, leaving missing values.

To maintain consistencg, an outlier was defined as ang

response time bg a participant which deviated from all

other response times of the participant bg more than .500.

with an overall standard deviation of .102, these outliers

were each at or over five times the standard deviation for

the whole data set, and thus, not representative of the

data. Q total of six outliers from a data base of 560

response time measures were eliminated from the data set.

These outliers occurred at average and hard difficultg

levels for both high and low anxietg readers.

The repeated measures procedure was conducted once for

difficultg level as determined bg comprehension scores

Cbaseline, easg, average, or hard), and a second time for

reading level as determined bg word recognition scores

Cbaseline, easg, average, or hard). Qnalgzing difficultg

levels bg both comprehension and word recognition scores

made it possible to determine whether results varied based

on the method used to determine difficultg level



EE
designations. Table 5 outlines this design Ear analgsis.
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Table 5

Design For Analgsis

Analgsis 1 Analgsis E

Dependent Measure Response Time Response Time
Indep. 1 Anxietg Group High or low High or low
Indep. E Difficultg Level Bg Comprehension Bg word Rec.

(Baseline, Easg, Average, and Hard)
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RESULTS

The studg was designed to investigate the relationship

between anxietg and attention in high and low anxietg

readers during the reading of materials of varging

difficultg levels. Cognitive capacitg was monitored

through the recording of response times to a secondarg task

while participants were engaged in orallg reading materials

at easg, average, and hard difficultg levels and when

participants were not engaged bg a task.

An analgsis of variance For repeated measures with two

levels of the anxietg variable (between) and Four levels of

the difficultg variable (within) was implemented to

describe relations between response times to a secondarg

task and high and low A-state reading anxietg groups for

the baseline measure and For the reading of easg, average,

and hard materials. Response times served as the dependent

measure. Reading anxietg groups (high and low) and task

difficultg levels (baseline, easg, average and hard 3

served as independent measures. Reading difficultg levels

were identified Eor both comprehension and word recognition

scores. enalgses were conducted separatelg for difficultg

levels as identified bg comprehension scores and For each

difficultg level. ell tests were conducted at the .05

6%



level oF signiFicance.
65

Mean results For diFFicultg levels as identified bg

comprehension scores and work recognition scores are

displaged graphicallg in Figures 1 and 8.

Findings on the baseline measure oF response time as a

primarg task indicated that response times did not diFFer

For high Ccomprehension mean = 0.&83, word recognition mean

= 0.%%8) and low anxietg readers Ccomprehension mean =

0.%38, word recognition mean .%38). This Finding showed

that high and low anxietg readers did not diFFer in basic

response tendencies.

At easg diFFicultg levels, response times were Faster

For low anxietg readers Ccomprehension mean = 0.787, word

recognition mean = 0.7&3J than For high anxietg readers

(comprehension mean = 0.878, word recognition mean ·

0.7%33. This pattern reverses at average and hard

diFFicultg levels. At an average diFFicultg level, response

times For low anxietg readers Ccomprehension mean = 0.788,

word recognition mean 0.788) were slower than For high

anxietg readers Ccomprehension mean = 0.881, word

recognition mean = 0.8%83. Similarlg, at hard diFFicultg

levels, response times For low anxietg readers

Ccomprehension mean = 0.788, word recognition mean = 0.718)

were slower than For high anxietg readers Ccomprehension

mean = 0.888, word recognition mean = O.8&7).
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Regeated Heasures analgsis
EB

Tables 8 and 7 displag the summarg of analgsis of

variance procedures for repeated measures for comprehension

and word recognition scores. No main effect was evident for

anxietg on the dependent measure for comprehension F Cl,

383 = 0.28, or for word recognition F C1, 383 = 1.%3. 0ne

explanation for this finding is related to the fact that

the baseline measure was entered into these analgses. T-

tests demonstrated no significant differences between high

and low anxietg groups on the baseline measure for

comprehension or word recognition. Also, for comprehension,

T—Tests showed no significant differences between high and

low anxietg groups for easg and average reading.

R main effect was revealed for difficultg level as

identified bg comprehension F C1, 383 = 18%.80 and word

recognition F C1, 38) = 187.00. However, because this is

not a consideration of the studg, these results will not be

discussed in detail.
'

It is the interactive effect of difficultg with anxietg

that is of central interest. The repeated measures analgsis

revealed a significant interaction between anxietg and

level of difficultg for both comprehension F C3, 11%) =

8.%1 and word recognition scores F C3, 11%) = 25.18.
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Table 6

Reggated Mgasuges Frgcgdurg fo; Anxietg X Qiffigultg fg;
Comgrehension

Between Subjects Effect

Source of Uariation SS DF MS F Sig. of F

within Cells 1.36 36 0.0%
Constant 66.37 1 66.37 1610.63 0.000
Group 0.01 1 0.01 0.66 0.567

within Subjects Effect

Source of Uariation SS DF MS F Sig. of F

within Cells 0.%% 11% 0.00
Difficultg 6.1% 3 0.71 16%.60 0.000
Group bg Difficultg 0.11 3 0.0% 6.%1 0.000
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Table 7

Regeated Measures Procedure for anxietg X Difficultg for
word Recognition

Between Subjects Effect

Source of Uariation SS DF MS F Sig. of F

within Cells 1.00 36 0.03
Constant 6%.61 1 6%.61 6%63.66 0.000
Group 0.0% 1 0.0% 1.%3 0.636

within Subjects Effect

Source of Uariation SS DF MS F Sig. of F

within Cells 0.%6 11% 0.00
Difficultg 6.0% 3 0.66 167.00 0.000
6roup bg Difficultg 0.31 3 0.10 65.15 0.000
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T—Tests Between Groups

To examine the nature of this interaction, paired T-

Tests were conducted to test For mean differences among the

two anxietg groups For each difficultg level. Tables B and

B displag T—Test results For comprehension and word

recognition scores.

Significant differences between high and low anxietg

readers were Found onlg at hard difficultg levels For

comprehension, Cp < .053. T—Tests on response times of high

and low anxietg readers indicated that no signficant

differences existed between the two groups at easg and

average difficultg levels. The baseline measures For the

two groups also did not differ significantlg, which

verified the equivalence of the two groups in their basic

response tendencies.

when comprehension was used as the dependent measure,

mean response times showed that high and low anxietg

readers allocated equivalent levels of attention to reading

at easg and average levels. Qt hard difficultg levels, low

anxietg readers allocated higher levels of attention to the

reading task than high anxietg readers.

Significant differences between high and low anxietg

readers were Found at easg, average, and hard difficultg

levels when word recognition was used as the dependent

measure. ee with the comprehension scores, a reversal is



noted at the average and hard gäfficultg levels in that the

high anxietg readers exhibited the slowest response times.

In addition, the differences at the easg levels were

magnified as the response times for low anxietg readers

were significantlg lower than their high anxietg

counterparts.

when considering word recognition, mean response times

demonstrate that high anxietg readers had slower response

times at easg reading levels than at average and hard

difficultg levels. Thus, high anxietg readers apparentlg

allocated more attention to the easg task than the average

and hard tasks. Theg were unable to maintain as much

attention on reading at the more difficult levels. Thus,

low anxietg readers did not allocate as much attention to

the easg reading task, although theg became more engaged

when the text increased to average and hard difficultg

levels.
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Table 8

T-Test Results Between Brougs For Comgrehension

Standard T Uegrees of 2—Tail
Mean Deviation Ualue Freedom Prob.

Baseline

Low 0.%36 0.068 -0.72 38 0.%78
High 0.%S3 0.081

Easg

Low 0.678 0.123 -1.2% 38 0.221
High 0.727 0.128

Qverage

Low 0.728 0.106 1.33 38 0.181
High 0.681 0.116

Hard

Low 0.766 0.132 2.20 38 0.03%*
High 0.682 0.108

N = %0
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Table 8

T-Test Results Between Grougs For word Recognition

Standard T Degrees of 8—Tail
Mean Deviation Ualue Freedom Prob.

Baseline

Low 0.%36 0.067 -0.%l 38 0.687
High 0.%%6 0.08%

Easg

Low 0.667 0.088 -8.38 38 0.088*
High 0.7%3 0.186

average

Low 0.786 0.183 %.%8 38 0.000*
High 0.6%6 0.086

Hard

Low 0.716 0.083 8.31 38 0.087*
High 0.6%7 0.08%

N = %0
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T—Tests For Differences within Groups

To explain differences in attention to reading tasks at

easg, average, and hard difficultg levels, selected

additional paired T-Tests were conducted to test For mean

differences For each anxietg group at each difficultg

level. These T—tests were conducted individuallg For high

and low anxietg students between the baseline measure and

easg reading, between easg reading and average reading, and

between average reading and hard reading.

Between the baseline response times and response times

during easg reading, no significant differences were Found

For high or low anxietg readers when both comprehension and

word recognition served as the dependent measure Cp < .05).

Across all conditions, response times were slower when

participants were reading than when theg were not reading.

(see Tables 10, 11, 12, and 13).

T—Tests For Low Qnxietg Readers

when comprehension served as the dependent variable,

significant differences were Found between easg and

average, and average and hard difficultg levels for low

anxietg readers Ep < .05). So, low anxietg readers allocated

differing amounts of attention to easg, average, and hard

reading materials. Hore attention was allocated to hard

reading than to average reading, and mGPE attentiün wöS



allooated to average reading thin to easg reading (see

Table 103.

when word reoognition served as the dependent variable,

again, signifioant differences were Found between easg and

average, and average and hard difficultg levels For low

anxietg readers Cp < .053. Again, low anxietg readers

allooated differing amounts of attention to easg, average,

and hard reading. In this case, more attention was

allooated to average than to easg reading and more

attention was allooated to average reading than to hard

reading (see Table ll).
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Table 10

T—Test Results For Low Anxletg Readers For Comgrebension

Standard T Degrees oF 6—Tail
Mean Devlatlon Ualue Freedom Prob.

Base 0.%35 0.066 -16.0% 16 0.000*

Easg 0.676 0.163

Standard T Uegrees of 6-Tail
Mean Deviation Ualue Freedom Prob.

Easg 0.676 0.163 -3.05 16 0.007*

Average 0.766 0.106

Standard T Degrees of 6—Tail
Mean Deviation Ualue Freedom Prob.

Average 0.766 0.106 -6.17 16 0.0%3*

Hard 0.766 0.136

N = 60
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Table 11

. T-Test Results For Low Anxletg Readers For word Recognltlon

Standard T Degrees oF 2-Tail
Mean Deviation Ualue Freedom Prob.

Base 0.%36 0.067 -11.67 16 0.000*

Easg 0.657 0.066
”

Standard T Degrees of 2-Tail
Mean Deviation Ualue Freedom Prob.

Easg 0.657 0.066 —6.%6 16 0.000*

Average 0.76% 0.123

Standard T Degrees of 2—Tai1
Mean Ueviation Ualue Freedom Prob.

Average 0.76% 0.123 3.35 16 0.003*

Hard 0.715 0.063

N = 20
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T-Tests For High enxietg Readers

For high anxietg readers, when oomprehension served as

the dependent variable, signifioant differences were Found

between easg and average reading (p < .05). No significant

differences were Found between average and hard reading.

Thus, more attention was shown to be allocated to easg

reading than to average reading (see Table 1E).

Similarlg, when word reoognition served as a dependent

variable, T-Tests demononstrated signifioant differenoes

(p < .05) between easg reading and average reading For high

anxietg readers. Between average and hard diffioultg

levels, no significant differenoes were Found. So, high

anxietg readers allooated more attention to easg reading

than to average and hard reading (see Table 13).
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Table 12

T—Test Results For Hggh Anxietg Readers For Comgrebension

Standard T Degrees of 2-Tail
Mean Deviation Ualue Freedom Prob.

Base 0.%83 0.081 -12.%8 18 0.000*

Easg 0.727 0.128

Standard T Uegrees of 2-Tail
Mean Deviation Ualue Freedom Prob.

Easg 0.727 0.128 2.3% 18 0.030*

Average 0.882 0.118

Standard T Degrees of 2—Tail
Mean Deviation Ualue Freedom Prob.

Average 0.881 0.118 -0.02 18 0.882

Hard 0.882 0.108

N = 20
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Table 13

T-Test Results For High Qnxietg Readers For word Recognition

Standard T Degrees oF 2-Tail
Mean Deviation Ualue Freedom Prob.

Base 0.%%6 0.05% -1%.35 15 0.000*

Easg 0.7%3 0.126

Standard T Degrees of 2-Tail
Mean Deviation Ualue Freedom Prob.

Easg 0.7%3 0.126 %.%2 15 0.000*

Average 0.6%5 0.055

Standard T Degrees of 2-Tail
Mean Deviation Ualue Freedom Prob.

average 0.6%5 0.055 -0.13 15 0.555

N = 20



CHAPTER U

CDNCLUSIONS

The studg was designed to investigate the relationship

between anxietg and attention in high and low anxietg

readers during the reading of materials of varging

difficultg levels. The findings indicate that Q-state

reading anxietg indeed does affect the allocation of

attention during reading. These findings supported the

suggestion that there are direct effects of anxietg on

processing during reading (Sieber, U’Neil & Tobias,

1577).

Findings on the baseline measure for high and low

anxietg readers will be discussed first. Further, to

highlight the effects of anxietg on attention during

reading, the performance of low and high anxietg readers

will be discussed separatelg, followed bg a discussion of

differences between the two groups. Next, a discussion of

methodological issues in studging reading anxietg will be

provided. In demonstrating a relationship between ¤·state

reading anxietg and attention to reading tasks, this studg

represents a starting point in building a research base on

the direct effects of anxietg during reading. Thus, the

findings of this studg are of a preliminarg nature, and

direct instructional recommendations are not made.

BE



Implications for further reseaiäh will be discussed first

in terms of the need for research relative to anxietg and

cognition, and then in terms of the need for research

relative to anxietg and instruction.

Baseline Resgonse Time Findings

For difficultg levels as identified bg comprehension

and word recognition scores, baseline measures were not

significantlg different for high and low anxietg readers.

This indicated that the two groups did not differ in basic

reaction tendencies. Further, baseline measures for high

and low anxietg groups were significantlg faster than

response times during reading at easg difficultg levels.

This demonstrates that the reading tasks required the

allocation of attention, and resulted in slower response

times to secondarg tasks, supporting the findings of

Britton, Phia, Davis, & wehausen (15783.

Low Qnxietg Readers
.

Secondarg task research has demonstrated that response

times are arraged in an inverted U—shaped curve with

relation to task difficultg and anxietg as predicted bg the

Yerkes-Dodson law (1908) CEgsenck, 1573a). It was

hgpothesized that the response times of low anxietg readers

would follow this pattern. when presented with an easg



reading task as compared to moi; difficult reading, onlg a

portion of available attention would be allocated bg the

readers to the task, while another portion of available

attention would remain unused, gielding relativelg faster

response times to a secondarg task CEgsenck, 1575 a 8 b,

Beck 8 Emerg, 15553. when low anxietg readers were

presented with average reading tasks, it was expected that

the major portion of available attention would be utilized

bg the reading task, leaving little attention unused and

resulting in slower response times Cfgsenck, 1575 a 8 b,

Beck 8 Emerg, 15553. Finallg, a hard reading task was

expected to require more attention than available,

resulting again in faster response times €Egsenck, 1575 a 8

b, Beck 8 Emerg, 15553.

In general, the results of this studg are consistent

with the above predictions. when considering word

recognition criterion, response times for low anxietg

readers supported the predicted pattern of the Yerkes—

Dodson law CEgsenck, 1575a3. That is, response times were

significantlg faster during the reading of easg and hard

materials than during the reading of average materials.

This shows that low anxietg readers allocated significantlg

higher levels of attention to average reading tasks than to

easg and hard reading tasks.

The explanation for this pattern is that the easg



task demands less attention begäuse the reader can use more

automatic processing CLaberge & Samuels, lS7%3. Uuring easg

reading, it was not necessarg to focus high levels of

attention to the reading task, and fairlg high levels of

residual attention remained (see Figure 33. These high

levels of residual attention provoke the faster response

times. Converselg, the hard passage places readers in an

information overload situation and causes them to break

fluent processing and divert attention more easilg. So, at

hard difficultg levels, the breakdown in fluent processing

leads to relativelg high levels of residual attention,

again gielding faster response times. The average level

passages provide the ideal information processing balance.

That is, there is enough uncertaintg to keep the reader

aroused and prevent overlg automatic processing, while at

the same time not overloading the sgstem. Ht average

difficultg levels, high levels of attention are focued on

the reading task, and onlg low levels of residual attention

remain. These low levels of residual attention result in

slower response times.

Similar to word recognition, when difficultg was

identified bg comprehension errors, the predicted pattern

(Egsenck, lS7Sa) of slower response time was evident for

low anxietg readers for the shift from easg to average

difficultg. However, the pattern Cfgsenck, lS7Sa3 of an
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increase in response times wasazot upheld for the shift

from average to hard difficultg levels. At the hard levels,

response times of low anxietg readers were slower than

their response times at average difficultg levels. Thus,

these findings indicated that low anxietg readers allocated

more attention to average than to hard reading tasks.

Une explanation for this finding might be in the

measurement of task difficultg. The word reoognition

measure was less inferential than the comprehension

measure. As partioipants orallg read passages, the

pronunciation of words was more clearlg either correct or

incorrect to the researcher. For example, in one passage,

the words in the sentence ”These ancient stories are called

mgths,” were either pronounced correctlg or incorrectlg.

while John’s ClS78) criteria for comprehension responses

were strictlg followed, determining whether responses were

correct or incorrect required some inferencing. For

example, referring to the passage about mgths, one

comprehension question was, ”what are ancient stories

called?” The stated acceptable answer to the question was

”mgths.” An answer such as ”I can’t remember that M—word,

but theg are historg, like real old stories,” required that

a decision be made bg the researcher as to whether the

answer provided should be scored as correct or incorrect.

Another possible explanation can be seen bg comparing



the methodologg of the currentagtudg with the methodologies

supporting the Yerkes—Dodson law (15053 Cfgsenck, 1575aJ.

In these studies, normal populations were used in

demonstrating that response times were arraged in an

inverted U—shaped curve in relation to arousal and anxietg

Cfgsenck, 1575 a & bl. In this studg, students with medium

levels of reading anxietg were eliminated, and onlg

students with high and low levels of reading anxietg were

studied. when difficultg levels were identified bg

comprehension scores, this population of low anxietg

readers differed from normal populations in response times

to hard reading tasks.

Low anxietg readers mag be able to focus more attention

on harder reading tasks than normal reading populations. In

normal populations, hard tasks constitute an information

overload, and inoreased distractibilitg results. This

inoreased distractibilitg mag be related to the awareness

that the task is difficult and that a high success rate is

not being achieved. For readers with normal levels of

anxietg, the focus of a portion of attention on the high

difficultg level of the task and low success mag constitute

an increase in residual attention, resulting in faster

response times. Perhaps low anxietg readers are less

concerned when theg realize that theg are performing a hard

task with a low success rate, and do not focus their



attention on these aspects oF Sie task. Thus, high levels

oF attention mag be allocated to the reading task, and

little residual attention will be available, resulting in

slower response times. So, low anxietg readers mag be able

to Focus attention on harder tasks, where success rates are

lower than those which are acceptable For high and normal

anxietg readers. It would be expected that at ”harder”

diFFicu1tg levels, where success rates are dropped below

the levels tgpicallg identified as ”Frustration levels,”

(Betts, l5&6; Durrell, 1537; Johns, 1575; Spache, 1553)

response times For low anxietg readers would become Faster,

as is the case For easg reading.

ßigh anxietg Readers

For readers who experience normal levels oF anxietg,

response times are arraged in an inverted U—shaped curve

with relation to task diFFicultg as predicted bg the

Yerkes—Dodson law (1505) (Egsenck, 1575a). Uuring an easg

reading task, onlg a portion oF available attention is

allocated bg the readers to the task, while another portion

oF available attention remains unused and gields relativelg

Faster response times to a secondarg task (Egsenck, 1575 a

& b, Beck & Emerg, 1555). average reading tasks require the

allocation oF the major portion oF available attention,

leaving little attention unused and resulting in slower



response times (Egsenck, 1979
208

b, Beck & Emerg, 1985).

Hard reading tasks require more attention than available,

which results in faster response times (Egsenck, 1979 a &

b, Beck & Emerg, 1985).

Smith (1975) suggested that anxietg increases the

amount of information which must be dealt with during

tasks. During reading tasks, high anxietg conditions were

expected to result in decreased performance related to

reading tasks because a portion of available attention

would be focused on anxious responses. when high anxietg

readers were faced with reading tasks, it was hgpothesized

that a portion of available attention would be allocated to

deal with anxious responses related to the reading task.

Regardless of the difficultg level, attention was expected

to be divided between the reading task and anxious

responses to the task.

when high anxietg readers were faced with an easg

reading task, it was expected that a portion of available

attention would be allocated to the reading task while

additional available attention would be focused on anxious

responses. Thus, most available attention would be used bg

the combined reading task demands and anxietg responses,

leaving little residual attention, and gielding slower

response times (see figure %). For high anxietg readers at

average difficultg levels, task demands combined with the
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demands of anxious responses wgie expected to require more

available capacitg. This overload was expected to result in

increased distractibilitg, therefore higher levels of

residual attention which would gield faster response times.

For readers with normal levels of anxietg, hard reading

tasks alone are expected to require the allocation of more

attention than is available. For high anxietg readers, when

the demands of hard reading tasks were combined with the

demands of anxious responses, available cognitive capacitg

for successful task completion was expected to be exceeded.

An increase in residual attention availabilitg, and

therefore faster response times were expected.

The findings from this studg supported this line of

reasoning. when word recognition scores served as the

dependent measure, high anxietg readers had significantlg

slower response times during easg reading than during

average and hard reading tasks. when comprehension served

as the dependent variable, significant differences were

found between easg and average difficultg levels. Thus, it

was shown that high anxietg readers allocated higher levels

of attention to easg reading. Uuring easg reading, most of

the available attention was allocated to reading and

anxietg demands, leaving little residual attention and

gielding slower response times. Hs difficultg levels were

increased, attention needed to satisfg combined task and



anxietg demands was not availaääe, so readers were

distracted. That is, an increase in residual attention

occurred and Easter response times resulted.

IE ”easg” reading was deEined as reading which demands

less attention because the reader uses more automatic

processing CLaberge and Samuels, 157%), resulting in high

levels oE residual attention and East response times, in

essence, there were no ”easg” reading tasks Eor high

anxietg readers. Hnxietg occupied attention during each

reading task. when the attentional demands oE anxietg were

combined with reading demands, there were no reading tasks

which relied on automatic processing and used low levels oE

attention. High anxietg readers alwags had more inEormation

to process than their low anxietg counterparts.

Summarg

In comparing the attention to reading oE high and low

anxietg readers, it can be concluded that anxietg aEEected

the allocation oE attention to materials oE diEEering

diEEicultg levels. The higher levels oE allocation oE

attention to reading occurred Eor low anxietg readers

during average reading, and Eor high anxietg readers during

easg reading. So, the attention oE low anxietg readers

during average reading looks like the attention oE high

anxietg readers during easg reading.



Lower levels of ellocetiongäf attention to reading were

similar for low anxietg readers during easg reading and

high enxietg readers during average and hard reading. For

low anxietg readers, the decreased allocation of attention

during easg reading reflected automatic processing which

did not require the allocation of high levels of attention.

On the other hand, for high anxietg readers, the decreased

allocation of attention during average and hard reading

represented an informational overload.

Methodologg

Q second major conclusion is related to methodological

issues in studging reading anxietg. This studg provides

evidence that 9—state reading anxietg can be measured and

that the secondarg task technique can be used to gain a

measure of the distribution of attention in goung children

during reading which overcomes the limitations of the post-

onlg performance measure.

The design for this studg included the development of a

valid and reliable A—stete reading enxietg scale which can

be used to identifg students with verging anxietg levels

related to reading. Q reliabilitg coefficient of .52 was

obtained for the instrument based on field testing. Further

evidence of the usefulness of the scale was demonstrated in

that the scale was used to identifg high and low e—state



reading anxietg participants wää differed significantlg in

attention to reading tasks, regardless of reading abilitg.

Previous work on anxietg in reading had linked lower

performance to higher anxietg (Eaundrg and Spielberger,

1671; Hill and Sarason, 1666; Lunneborg, 166%; Nerrgman,

167%; Neville, Pfost and Dobbs, 1667; Sarason et. al.,

1660; waid et. al., 1676). However, results from the scale

developed for this studg indicate that anxietg does not

necessarilg overlook the proficient reader. The scale was

used to differentiate between high and low anxietg

participants with varging reading abilities. High and low

anxietg participants who performed above, on, and below

grade level in reading were identified.

During reading, response times to a secondarg task can

be used to provide an on—line measure of attention to

primarg reading tasks. The secondarg task technique

provides a more proximal measure of processing during

reading than post reading measures which attempt to infer

information regarding processing based on what is

remembered or pronounced once the reading has been

completed. edditionallg, this studg provides evidence that

the secondarg task technique can be used in monitoring

attention distribution in children, where it has tgpicallg

been used onlg with adults. n ”bonus” to the use of this

technique with children is that theg were not threatened bg



the instrument, and indeed enjäged working with it.

Imglications

Recommendations for further research will be discussed

in terms of the need for research relative to reading

anxietg and cognition, and in terms of the need for

research relative to reading anxietg and instruction.

while focusing on attentional effects of anxietg on

reading, this studg has not dealt directlg with cognitive

activitg relative to anxietg during reading. Beck and Emerg

(1555) suggest that specific cognitive sets are activated

during specific events which match cognitive schema with

elements of current situations. For high anxietg readers,

schemata about reading mag be associated with information

about being anxious. So, when these reading schemata are

entered into a cognitive set, the arousal of anxietg mag be

activated. Upon experiencing the unpleasant anxious

response, a reader mag begin to plan a strategg (which mag

be contained in schemata) to mediate anxietg (Beck & Emerg,

1965). That is, a reader mag be engaged planning a strategg

for dealing with anxietg while dealing with reading. So,

anxietg levels mag varg based on the degree to which the

reading task is currentlg stress—producing for the

individual and the degree to which the individual is able

to modifg the cognitive set to reduce anxietg (Beck &



Emerg, lSB53. Investigation ofgéognitive activitg in

mediating anxietg during reading mag lead to the studg and

development of interventions for high anxietg readers.

while the current studg dealt with and demonstrated a

relationship between cognitive aspects of anxietg and

attention during reading for high anxietg readers, it did

not consider possible relationships between somatic aspects

of anxietg such as increased pulse rate and processing

during reading. There is evidence that, related to sports

competition, the somatic and cognitive aspects of anxietg

operate differentlg, and operate on differing time frames

(Martens, Burton, Uealeg, Bump, & Smith, 1583). The

development of an understanding of cognitive activitg

during reading mag also provide insight into the

relationships between somatic and cognitive aspects of

anxietg.

Qdditionallg, the work of Martens and colleagues (lSB3D

provides evidence which implies that somatic and cognitive

aspects of anxietg have cumulative effects on performance

in sports. That is, the combined effects of somatic and

cognitive aspects of anxietg result in decreased levels of

performance. Future research should consider the effects of

the somatic aspects of anxietg on reading and the

potentiallg cumulative effects of the cognitive and somatic

aspects of anxietg on reading.



These results showed that äägh anxietg readers were

able to allocate more attention to easg reading tasks than

to average and hard reading tasks. In their second- and

third-grade classrooms, these high anxietg readers were

learning to read in reading groups where it can be assumed

that theg were placed in materials at average difficultg

levels. If combined reading—re1ated demands and anxietg—

related demands exceed available attention at more

difficult levels, the placement of these readers in

materials even at average difficultg levels mag be

inappropriate. These findings suggest that we might need to

rethink the conventional wisdom of functional reading

levels (Bette, 15äG; Durrell, 1537; Gilmore, 1551; Johns,

1575; 5pache, 1553) for some high anxietg readers. That is,

these instructional levels need to reflect lower error

rates, similar to those which are tgpicallg used for the

independent reading level. High anxietg readers mag be most

appropriatelg placed at easg reading reading levels where

anxietg interferes less with the allocation of attention to

the task.

Converselg, for low anxietg readers, the operational

definition of "hard” reading did not result in an

informational overload, ae reflected in an increase in

residual attention. Again, the need to rethink conventional

functional reading levels mag be needed. It mag be that



some low anxietg readers can mäge appropriatelg be placed

instructionallg in more difficult materials where high

levels of attention to reading tasks are evident.

Of the twentg participants in the high reading anxietg

group, fifteen were reading at or above grade level in

their classroom reading groups. This suggests that these

high anxietg readers were successful in these reading

placements in spite of the effects of anxietg on their

attention during reading. Egsenck (197Sa) suggests that

high anxietg learners mag compensate for the effects of

anxietg bg focusing increased effort on learning tasks.

Thus, it is apparent that two distinct populations of high

anxietg readers mag exist: high anxietg readers who are

successful in classroom reading instructional settings, and

high anxietg readers who are less successful in reading

instructional settings. The need for further studg of the

processing effects of anxietg during reading and the

relationships to success and failure in reading, as well as

the studg of appropriate text difficultg levels for these

readers is indicated.

If mang high anxietg readers are successful in reading

instructional settings, it mag be that their anxietg

carries over to effect reading behaviors in

noninstructional settings. For example, it mag be that high

anxietg readers do not enjog reading and do not choose to



read for pleasure. Generallg, tg; goals of education

related to reading are to teach children to enjog reading

and to promote lifelong literacg CBloome & Green, 188%;

Shannahan & Hogan, 1883). It mag be that, for some high

anxietg readers, these goals are not met.

Relative to this studg, performance anxietg should be

considered. while asking that participants read passages

and answer comprehension questions orallg, the design

required not onlg reading and comprehension of these

participants, but also an oral performance. It mag be that

performance anxietg had an impact on these findings. To

control for these possible effects, future research could

emplog silent reading and/or written comprehension tasks.

Similarlg, it is important to note that this studg

dealt with the area of actual reading. The suggestion that

anxietg mag affect reading acquisition is frequentlg found

in reading textbooks, (Gentile & Mcmillan, 1887; Gillette &

Temple, 1888; Harris & Sipag, 1880; Smith, 1875) however

little has been known about how anxietg affects reading and

reading acquisition. This studg demonstrated that anxietg

affects attention to reading. It mag be that in acquisition

settings, anxietg has an intensified effect. es this

methodologg develops, research in acquisition settings will

be needed, and this line of research mag lead to

intervention work.
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FEELING8 ABOUT READING

Oirectlons: The following statements describe how bogs and
girls sag that theg feel about reading, or how theg feel
when theg read. Each statement will be read to gou. You are
t¤ decide if it is Qggeg, hardlg-ever, sometimes, or often
true for gou. Then for each statement, circle the words
that seem to describe gou best. There are no right or wrong
answers. Oo not spend too much time on ang one statement.
Remember, choose the word which seems to describe how gou
usuallg feel.

1. I worrg about making never hardlg some- often
mistakes when I read. ever times

2. when I read out loud, I am never hardlg some- often
worried that I won’t know ever times
the words.

3. I enjog reading out loud. never hardlg some- often
ever times

ä. I like it when mg teacher never hardlg some- often
asks me to read in mg ever times
reading group.

5. Mg hands get sweatg when never hardlg some- often
I read. ever times

8. I make mistakes in never hardlg some- often
reading when I get nervous. ever times

7. Reading makes me feel never hardlg some- often
sick. ever times

8. I get upset when it is mg never hardlg some- often
turn to read. ever times

8. when I read out loud I never hardlg some- often
feel verg comfortable. ever times

10. I worrg about what others never hardlg some- often
think of me when I read. ever times

11. I am afraid of reading in never hardlg some- often
front of mg class. ever times

12. when I am reading, I feel never hardlg some- often
nervous. ever times
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13. I look Forward to mg turn never hardlg some- often
to read. ever times

1%. I get a Funng Feeling in never hardlg some- often
stomach when I read. ever times

15. I worrg about reading in never hardlg some- often
school. ever times

16. I Feel happg when I am never hardlg some- often
reading. ever times

17. when I read out loud, I never hardlg some- often
feel uneasg. ever times

16. I look Forward to what mg never hardlg some- often
teacher will ask me to do ever times
in mg reading group.

15. I begin to Feel verg warm never hardlg some- often
when I am reading out loud. ever times

E0. I Feel sure of mgself never hardlg some- often
when I read to mg teacher. ever times
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